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Abstract. This paper presents the LSLink (or Life Science Link)
methodology that provides users with a set of tools to explore the rich
Web of interconnected and annotated objects in multiple repositories,
and to identify meaningful associations. Consider a physical link between
objects in two repositories, where each of the objects is annotated with
controlled vocabulary (CV) terms from two ontologies. Using a set of
LSLink instances generated from a background dataset of knowledge we
identify associations between pairs of CV terms that are potentially sig-
nificant and may lead to new knowledge. We develop an approach based
on the logarithm of the odds (LOD) to determine a confidence and sup-
port in the associations between pairs of CV terms. Using a case study of
Entrez Gene objects annotated with GO terms linked to PubMed objects
annotated with MeSH terms, we describe a user validation and analysis
task to explore potentially significant associations.

Keywords: links between data objects, annotations, associations, con-
trolled vocabularies, LOD, confidence and support scores, life science link
(LSLink).

1 Introduction

The vast amounts of knowledge that is being generated by the biological enter-
prise is captured and represented in a variety of disparate resources. This data
is typically annotated with links to concepts from different ontologies. Data ob-
jects in one repository are also physically linked to objects in other repositories.
The semantics of these physicals links is typically not explicit and not accessible
to the scientists.

Biologists spend countless hours navigating this Web of inter-connected re-
sources, following physical links from objects in one repository to objects in
another, then following links from the data to annotations and back to the
data, trying to aggregate the information that they need. While the annotated
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Fig. 1. Interconnected Web of Entrez Gene, OMIM and PubMed Resources

data objects and their physical links form a rich knowledge base, few tools al-
low users to explore the knowledge captured in these richly annotated graphs,
and to find meaningful associations. This paper presents the Life Science Link
(LSLinks) methodology [19] that will provide users with tools to explore the Web
of interconnected and annotated objects in multiple repositories, and identify
meaningful patterns.

Consider a simplified Web of interconnected resources shown in Figure 1.
It includes three resources, Entrez Gene [20], OMIM [13] and PubMed [34],
represented by rectangles. Objects in each data resource are annotated with
terms from multiple controlled vocabularies (CVs); they are represented by ovals.
A physical link between two data resources is represented by the relationship
(association) diamond. The physical link occurs at the level of the data objects;
for example, there is a many-to-many relationship between objects in Entrez
Gene and OMIM, between objects in Entrez Gene and PubMed, etc. Thus, an
object in Entrez Gene, annotated with Gene Ontology (GO) terms [11] can
be linked to an object in PubMed, annotated with Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH) terms [22]. Similarly, OMIM objects may be annotated with terms from
the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) [30],
and they may be linked to objects in Entrez Gene and PubMed.

The LSLinks methodology provides a language and data model that allows
a user to specify an experiment protocol or workflow to collect a background
dataset of data objects, physical links between data objects, and the annotations
(controlled vocabulary or CV terms) on the data objects. Next, LSLink instances
are generated to represent the knowledge in the background dataset. An LSLink
instance associates a pair of CV terms, where each CV term annotates one of the
data objects that are connected by a physical link. The pairs of CV terms occur
in two different ontologies. In the dataset used in this paper, LSLink instances
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associate a GO term with a MeSH term, where the GO term annotates an entry
in Entrez Gene that has a physical link to an entry in PubMed that is annotated
with the MeSH term. An example LSLink instance is provided in a later section.

Given some user query dataset, e.g., the LSLinks from a background dataset
relevant to some specific gene, there may be many thousands of associations
among the CV terms annotating the data objects. Among them, we must identify
those that are potentially significant, so they can be used to annotate the link
or analyzed to obtain meaningful knowledge. We develop an approach based
on the logarithm of the odds (LOD) [3], to determine a confidence and support
[1,2] in the associations between the pairs of CV terms. Users may then analyze
those associations that score high in both confidence and support, to explore
significant LSLinks that may lead to new knowledge. The contributions of this
paper are as follows:

– The definition of a background dataset (and user dataset) of LSLink in-
stances that associate pairs of CV terms from two ontologies annotating two
data objects connected by a physical link.

– The definition of an LOD based confidence and support score, to identify
potentially significant pairs of associations of CV terms in the dataset(s).

– A tool to assist users to identify queries and to analyze and evaluate the
importance and meaningful nature of associations that are uncovered by the
LSLink instances.

– A preliminary validation using LSLink instances generated from the physical
links between Entrez Gene records annotated with GO terms and PubMed
records annotated with MeSH terms.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work and
Section 3 illustrates the LSLink methodology. In Section 4, we define the LOD
based confidence and support. In Section 5, we use a case to illustrate how back-
ground and user datasets are generated. Section 6 presents a user interface, user
analysis and validation. Section 7 concludes.

2 Related Work

There has been much research and development on interconnecting knowledge
sources. The three major repositories NCBI, DDBJ and EBI have made sig-
nificant efforts recently to provide integrated access, e.g., Links, LinkOut, and
Entrez Gene at NCBI [34], LinkDB [10] at DDBJ, and Integr8 [16] at EBI.
However, beyond providing ease of access to related material in allied databases,
these typically do not attempt to enhance the representation and the semantics
of individual links. Observe that navigational links are useful only to the extent
that their semantics is readily visible to the user. Unfortunately this semantics
remains in many cases unspecified. With a vast and growing network of links
(and therefore paths between objects) it becomes urgent to remedy this situa-
tion by specifying as clearly as possible the semantics connecting linked pairs of
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objects. This situation is further complicated as the same pair of objects may
be directly and indirectly connected in numerous ways.

However, research on link semantics is slowly evolving especially given recent
examples of projects enhancing specific links [21,29,14,23]. For example, links
in PDBSProtEC [21] identify SwissProt codes and Enzyme Commission num-
bers (EC numbers) for chains in the Protein Databank (PDB). The mapping
identified by the links are useful to understand structure-function relationships.
Protein-Interaction Map (PIMtool) [29] provides links from proteins to various
kinds of interactions reported in multiple datasets. The relationships observed
in these links are the protein-protein interactions, which do not connect the
knowledge to genes or other data resources. In Information Hyperlinked over
Proteins (iHOP) [14], there are links that connect genes and proteins to articles.
It is an online service that provides a gene-guided network to access PubMed
abstracts. By using genes and proteins as hyperlinks between sentences and ab-
stracts, the information in PubMed is converted into navigable links. Sentences
in a PubMed abstract are ranked with respect to the experimental evidence of
the interaction between the proteins that appear in the sentence. Recently, Bio-
DASH [23] is a semantic Web prototype of a drug development dashboard that
generates links to associate disease, compounds, molecular biology, and path-
way knowledge Unfortunately, while all of these projects enhance specific links,
the enhancements are typically hardcoded to a specific dataset or task. In other
words these efforts do not provide a general methodology for using the knowl-
edge captured by these links to query and analyze across multiple independent
datasets, to use multiple ontologies, and to be used by multiple applications or
tools. The design of such a methodology is in fact a distinctive feature in our
research.

Our research on link semantics also has knowledge discovery and text mining
implications. The key goal in text mining is to come up with novel and interesting
hypotheses typically involving a pair of objects such as a disease and a drug
or a gene and a disease. A variety of approaches have been explored as for
example those that focus on the free-text of MEDLINE records [9,31], those
that exploit the MeSH terms associated with records [28,15,33,24], those that
exploit the full text of published documents [17] etc. Our effort is similar to that
of [33,24] that exploit interconnections between terms belonging to different
vocabularies. In addition to labeling links with linked terms, our method has
the potential to suggest novel connections through uncommon yet meaningfully
paired terms.

Finally, our research contributes to annotation research. A key activity in
bioinformatics is the annotation of genes/proteins from different species with
terms from Gene Ontology [5,12]. While manual annotation is most common,
there are several automatic or semi-automatic annotation efforts. This includes
the the design of automatic annotation methods in the BioCreAtIvE I initiative
[4], supervised machine learning based approaches [26], unsupervised methods
[6], and n-gram based statistical models built using full text [25]. Research by
Couto et al. substantiates uncurated annotations using a text similarity based
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method which also identifies novel annotations [7]. Note that our research is
distinctive in that we are focussed on the semantic annotation of links between
pairs of objects.

3 LSLink Methodology

Figure 2 presents the LSLink methodology by discussing its application to the
task of generating LSLink instances between Entrez Gene and PubMed. The
first step is to specify a protocol to navigate the objects in the resources and
the physical links between the objects. In this example, the background dataset
includes all entries in Entrez Gene that are human genes and annotated with
GO terms, and all the entries that they reach in PubMed, following four types of
physical links. The details of the experiment protocol to create the dataset is in
Section 5. The next step is to specify the CV terms that must be extracted. In
addition to identifying the sets of terms, one can also identify semantic concepts
that are to be used to create the background dataset; an example is in Section
5. The next two steps are to generate the LSLink instances and calculate the
confidence and support in associations of CV terms.

The left part of Figure 3 is a graphical representation of the physical link
between Entrez Gene and PubMed. There are links between the objects e1 and
e2 of Entrez Gene and objects p1 and p2 of PubMed. The terms ga, gb, ma

and mb annotate these objects. Each object is associated with two terms. The
physical links are between e1 and p1, e1 and p2, and e2 and p2. The right part of
Figure 3 shows the corresponding LSLink instances. If we consider the physical
link between e1 and p1, the two CV terms ga and gb annotating e1 and the two
CV terms ma and mb annotating p1, then there will be four LSLink instances.
An example instance is the following: (ga, e1, ma, p1).

4 Calculating Confidence and Support in LSLinks

We regard the LSLinks derived from the physical link between Entrez Gene and
PubMed as a background dataset that generates associations between terms from
the GO and MeSH controlled vocabularies. This dataset may produce thousands
of associations and many may not be not meaningful (false positives). Our task is
to identify those associations that are significant, i.e., biologically meaningfully,
and hopefully of interest to users.

A natural approach for doing this is by considering the perspective of a user,
represented by a query of interest. For example, assume that a user is interested
in a specific gene X. Then we may define a query dataset of LSLink instances that
contains a subset of the background dataset, and are associated with this gene
object. Our overall strategy is to use the query dataset to identify interesting
LSLinks. We note that a particular association that is significant in one query
dataset may not be significant for another query dataset.

Since we expect the vast majority of associations in the user query dataset to
be irrelevant (false positives), we determine the confidence and support estimates
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Fig. 2. Methodology to generate LSLink instances between Entrez Gene (annotated
with GO) and PubMed (annotated with MeSH)

for each association. We rank the associations based on these scores and only
select those that exceed some user defined threshold. The confidence and support
calculations will involve statistics from the background dataset to ensure that
we are identifying non random phenomenon. Our calculations are based on the
Logarithm of the Odds (LOD) score - a score that has been used frequently, along
with its variant forms, in text mining research [18,27]. We note that there are
alternate techniques to determine confidence and support, e.g., association rule
mining, [1,2]. The problem of mining association rules is to generate association
rules between sets of items in a large database of transactions, and to find all
significant association rules.

The log odds (LOD) ratio score used here measures the extent to which the
association deviates from one resulting from chance alone (a random associa-
tion). We note that support reflects the relative ratio of LSLinks instances that
associate the two CV terms with respect to all LSLinks instances in the dataset.
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of LSLink instances between Entrez Gene and
PubMed

Confidence reflects the relative ratio of LSLinks instances that associate the two
CV terms with respect to those LSLinks instances that are associated with one
of the CV terms. Users may then analyze those associations that score high in
both confidence and support since they are potentially significant associations
that could be used to annotate the links and also lead to new knowledge. We
further note that give the universe of terms, data objects and physical links
between data objects, there are many possible approaches to obtain expressions
for support and confidence. We made what we consider to be reasonable choices.
The notation and definitions that we use are as follows:

– Two data resources:
• Entrez Gene (E)
• PubMed (P )

– Data objects:
• e1, e2, . . . in E
• p1, p2, . . . in P

– Two controlled vocabularies (CVs), one for each data resource:
• Gene Ontology (GO, G)
• Medical Subject Headings (MeSH, M)

– CV terms annotating data objects:
• CV terms ga, gb, . . . in G annotate objects in E.
• CV terms ma, mb, mc, . . . in M annotate objects in P .

– Term probability:
• Estimated using data object level term frequencies

∗ Pr(ga, E) = number of objects containing term ga in E
total number of objects in E

∗ Pr(mc, P ) = number of objects containing term mc in P
total number of objects in P

• Estimated using annotation level term frequencies
∗ Pr′(ga, E) = number of annotations that are ga in E

total number of annotations in E

∗ Pr′(mc, P ) = number of annotations that are mc in P
total number of annotations in P
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• If we assume that an object receives a specific annotation only once,
then the value of the numerator for the two alternative term probabil-
ity expressions will be the same. Hence the relative rankings of term
probabilities will be the same. The assumption holds for both the GO
annotations for Entrez genes and the MeSH terms for PubMed records.
We choose the first expression for simplicity; the number of data objects
is much smaller than the number of annotations.

– Link annotation probabilities estimated from the user query dataset:

• Assumption: Given #(ga|ga ∈ ei), #(mc|mc ∈ pk) distinct CV terms
annotating two objects ei, pk, respectively, and a physical link between
ei and pk, there are #(ga|ga ∈ ei) × #(mc|mc ∈ pk) LSLink instances,
where a pair of CV terms is specified in each LSLink.

∗ Pr′(ga, E′, mc, P
′) =

number of LSLinks in user query results containing terms ga and mc

total number of LSLinks in user query results

• Conditional link annotation probability conditioned on either CV term
appearing in the LSLink instances.

∗ Pr′(ga, E′, mc, P
′|ga, mc) =

number of LSLinks in user query results containing terms ga and mc

number of LSLinks in user query results containing terms ga or mc

– LOD based confidence and support:

• LOD based confidence equals to the logarithm of the conditional link
annotation probability given the appearance of either CV term divided
by the corresponding term probabilities.

∗ Conf(ga, E′, mc, P
′) = log(Pr′(ga,E′,mc,P ′|ga,mc)

Pr(ga,E)Pr(mc,P ) )
• LOD based support equals to the logarithm of the link annotation prob-

ability divided by the corresponding term probabilities.

∗ Supp(ga, E
′, mc, P

′) = log( Pr′(ga,E′,mc,P ′)
Pr(ga,E)Pr(mc,P ) )

5 Data Collection and Analysis

We discuss a case study where the background dataset includes LSLinks gener-
ated from Entrez Gene entries representing human genes with GO annotation
and the PubMed entries that they reach along with their MeSH annotations.
Note that this is one of the three links in Figure 1.

5.1 Background Dataset

We construct the background LSLink dataset as follows:

1. Retrieve all human gene objects in Entrez Gene and extract their GO anno-
tations.

2. Follow all links from these objects to PubMed objects. There are four types
of links. We do not use this knowledge in this study, but will distinguish
them in future work.
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Table 1. Background dataset

Number of active human gene objects in Entrez Gene 38,608
Number of distinct GO terms extracted 6,038
Number of distinct PubMed objects that are reached via four link types 141,745
Number of distinct MeSH descriptors extracted 14,387
Number of distinct MeSH qualifiers extracted 82
Number of distinct MeSH descriptors that are major topics 11,103
Number of LSLinks generated 12,461,601
Number of distinct association pairs of GO Term and MeSH descriptors 1,742,325

(a) Gene References Into Function (GeneRIF) provided by the National Li-
brary of Medicine (NLM). These links are produced through user sub-
missions in an Entrez Gene record or through manual curation from the
published literature by staff of the NLM.

(b) Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type 1 (HIV-1) links provided by the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). These
interactions are reported in the Human Protein Interaction Database,
and there are links to PubMed publications that support the described
interaction.

(c) General Interactions submitted by scientists with links to PubMed pub-
lications that support the described interaction.

(d) GO annotations provided by GOA. These links are generated by a com-
bination of electronic mapping and manual curation.

3. Extract all MeSH annotations for the PubMed objects reached in step 2. We
limit our protocol to use only the most relevant MeSH terms identified as
topic headings in the PubMed publications.

The statistics for the background dataset as of January 18th, 2007 is reported
in Table 1. There are 162,637 records for human in Entrez Gene, but we do not
use the ones that were discontinued or replaced by other records.

5.2 User Query Dataset

We support multiple user scenarios for querying the background dataset. The
input can be a simple set of gene symbols, object identifiers or medical terms.
The scenarios include the following:

1. To find highly related articles associated with a human gene, we retrieve
gene objects that are associated with a human gene symbol and follow all
LSLinks to PubMed objects (in the background dataset).

2. A scientist wants to know all human genes associated with some set of ar-
ticles. We retrieve these objects in PubMed and follow all links to human
gene objects (in the background dataset).

3. A scientist is interested in specific medical terms and would like to retrieve
highly related human genes. We retrieve objects in PubMed associated with
these MeSH terms and follow all links to human gene objects (in the back-
ground dataset).
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Table 2. 11 user queries on human genes

Human gene name Number of Number of distinct Number of distinct MeSH Number of
(official symbol) GO terms directly linked descriptors w/ major topic LSLinks

in the gene PubMed objects in the PubMed objects
APOE 27 407 452 41,985
BRCA1 45 444 372 83,286
BRCA2 16 175 186 13,056
CFTR 17 275 306 17,459
DMD 18 160 157 11,142

HEMA (F8) 7 115 140 2,667
IFNG 26 286 549 36,504

P53 (TP53) 52 1,615 1,243 398,268
PSEN1 40 230 251 36,040
PSEN2 22 84 114 6,952
TNF 33 884 1,155 140,943

Given a user query, we first retrieve the dataset corresponding to the query.
Table 2 reports on the user query dataset for 11 human gene symbols. The second
column reports on the number of GO terms annotating the gene objects. The
third column reports on the number of PubMed objects that are directly linked
from the corresponding gene object. The final column reports on the number of
distinct MeSH terms extracted from the linked PubMed objects.

5.3 Confidence and Support of Associations

We process a specific user query dataset as follows to determine the confidence
and support of the associations in that dataset:

– Determine the term probabilities for the corresponding GO and MeSH terms,
ea and mc, respectively, using the background dataset.

– Determine the link annotation probabilities for associations of pairs of terms,
ea and mc, using all relevant LSLink instances in the user query dataset.

– Determine the LOD score for confidence and support in all pairs of associa-
tions of CV terms (ea,mc).

– Select a cutoff (threshold) for the confidence and support in the associations
based on the distribution of LOD scores for this dataset.

– Finally, we applied some additional filtering steps. First, we limited our
dataset to MeSH terms that were identified as topic headings in the PubMed
object. Further, we identified the semantic type of the MeSH terms using a
resource [8] that provided a many-to-many mapping between MeSH terms
and semantic types. The semantic types that are of interest to the evaluation
task could be selected by the user.

We made a number of assumptions and simplifications in our analysis and we
discuss these issues next. First, multiple sources provide annotations and it is well
understood that the confidence in the association is not identical. We assume
equal confidence in all annotations. Determining if significant associations of
terms also correlate with high confidence in the annotation will be addressed
in future work. Second, terms within an ontology have relationships with other
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terms, e.g., their parent and child terms. These relationships may impact the
knowledge obtained from our associations. Our current approach to compute
LOD scores does not consider such relationships and their possible impact. This
will be future research.

6 User Interface and Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the tools provided to users and we discuss the outcome
of a preliminary validation study. Each user query dataset may yield hundreds
or thousands of associations and users need the support of analysis tools to visu-
alize the associations and assist in their exploration. The following are example
features of an analysis tool:

– Given some GO term (or MeSH term) present all the associations of that
term that are significant with respect to a threshold selected by the user.

– Group the significant associations based on semantic knowledge. An example
is the semantic type associated with the MeSH terms.

– Group associations using either a GO term or MeSH term, so that users can
analyze groups of associations rather than individual associations.

We aim for an interactive interface where the user can browse some results
and then specify particular terms of interests in either vocabulary. This type of
”relevance feedback” may be used to further refine information that is presented
in an iterative manner. For example, the initial query provided by the user may
be refined after the user has had an opportunity to look at the kinds of links
presented that were found to be significant.

6.1 Sample User Interface

Figures 4 and 5 describe the interface that the scientist can use to analyze
associations for some user dataset of LSLinks. We consider a simple query where
the scientist identifies a gene symbol. Based on this dataset of LSLinks that are
associated with the Entrez Gene record, the LOD based confidence and support
scores are determined. We show only the LOD based confidence scores.

A threshold for significance can be determined by the scientist based on the
range of scores for this dataset. A histogram of the distribution of confidence
scores is in Figure 6. The left side of the figure presents the range of confidence
scores for two human genes, APOE and CFTR, in the form of a histogram. For
APOE, there are 12,204 associations and the rating ranges from 0.17 to 7.16
with a mean 4.24 and median 4.28. The variance of confidence scores appears to
be much greater for APOE.

On the right Figure 6, we report on the range of confidence scores for asso-
ciations that involve two GO terms, apolipoprotein E receptor binding and cyto-
plasm. The associations of the GO term apolipoprotein E receptor binding yields
higher confidence scores compared to associations of the GO term cytoplasm. To
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Fig. 4. User interface showing human gene APOE with GO term apolipoprotein E
receptor binding

explain, the former term appears only once in the human gene APOE object,
but the later term annotates 1,541 gene objects in the background dataset.

The scientist can then select a threshold LOD score. The system will use this
threshold to identify all associations that exceed the score. The user can then
either select a GO term (Figure 4) or a MeSH term (Figure 5). The interface will
order all associations for this GO or MeSH term, based on the LOD score, and
display these associations. Not that here we ordered the associations based on
the confidence score. Figure 5 illustrates the result when the user selected asso-
ciations of the MeSH term Central Nervous System Infections with a threshold
of 6.50 on the confidence score for the APOE dataset.

Fig. 5. User interface showing human gene APOE with MeSH descriptor name Central
Nervous System Infections with confidence threshold over 6.50
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Fig. 6. Histograms on numbers of associations in two human genes (APOE and CFTR)
and two GO terms in the APOE dataset

6.2 User Validation

A preliminary validation task was conducted to explore methods for assess-
ing the LSLinks strategy. We identified associations that exceed a threshold on
confidence and had them rated along two independent dimensions. The first
dimension is to assign a score for a meaningful association; the rating is as
follows: (Meaningful, Maybe Meaningful, Not Meaningful). The second dimen-
sion is to assign a rating based on whether the association is already known;
this score is as follows: (Widely Known, Somewhat Known, Maybe Known, Un-
known/Surprising).

The evaluation team (2 scientists) chose six genes and classified the top 20
associations. The associations that they examined for human gene CFTR are
shown in Table 3. A majority of these associations were identified as meaningful
and well known. Some associations were identified as possibly meaningful / not
well known. Two associations were not semantically meaningful; we note that
we have not determined the reason for these false positives. To complete the
evaluation, we also examined a random sampling of associations with medium
or low scores for confidence. The association of the GO term chloride ion binding
with the MeSH term Phosphoprotein Phosphatase (Enzyme) had a medium score
of 3.12. The association is not meaningful. The association of the GO term
membrane with the MeSH term Cloning, Molecular (Laboratory Procedure) had
a low score of 0.65. Both terms are generic and the association is not meaningful.

To summarize, the validation was successful since it identified that the signif-
icant associations are also meaningful.

While the validation did not immediately identify new interesting knowledge
this is not unexpected. First, these genes are well studied so many associations
are already known. Second, many MeSH terms are general terms used to classify
the content of the paper rather than identifying specific results reported in the
paper. Consequently, we do not expect that these general terms will lead to
interesting results and the evaluation team planned to identify more specific
MeSH terms using the semantic types of these terms.

The evaluation team further determined that more meaningful results would
be obtained by combining these associations with additional knowledge about
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Table 3. User evaluation of the human CFTR gene dataset

LOD LOD
based based GO term MeSH descriptor w/ major Mean- Known
Conf. Supp. topic (semantic type) ingful
7.34 6.12 ATP-binding and phosphorylation- Mucociliary Clearance yes well known

dependent chloride channel activity (Organ or Tissue Function)
7.34 6.12 channel-conductance-controlling Mucociliary Clearance yes well known

ATPase activity (Organ or Tissue Function)
7.34 6.12 ATP-binding and phosphorylation- Salmonella typhi yes well known

dependent chloride channel activity (Bacterium)
7.34 6.12 channel-conductance-controlling Salmonella typhi yes well known

ATPase activity (Bacterium)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.85 5.64 ATP-binding and phosphorylation- Pancreatitis, Alcoholic not well known

dependent chloride channel activity (Disease or Syndrome)
6.85 5.64 channel-conductance-controlling Pancreatitis, Alcoholic not well known

ATPase activity (Disease or Syndrome)
6.74 5.52 ATP-binding and phosphorylation- Fimbriae Proteins (Amino maybe not known

dependent chloride channel activity Acid, Peptide, or Protein)
6.74 5.52 channel-conductance-controlling Fimbriae Proteins (Amino maybe not known

ATPase activity Acid, Peptide, or Protein)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.72 5.87 ATP-binding and phosphorylation- Cystic Fibrosis yes well known

dependent chloride channel activity (Disease or Syndrome)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.62 6.08 channel-conductance-controlling Cystic Fibrosis yes well known

ATPase activity Transmembrane Conductance
Regulator (Amino Acid,
Peptide, or Protein)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.60 5.38 ATP-binding and phosphorylation- Pseudomonas Infections yes somewhat

dependent chloride channel activity (Disease or Syndrome)
6.60 5.38 channel-conductance-controlling Pseudomonas Infections yes somewhat

ATPase activity (Disease or Syndrome)
6.57 5.34 ATP-binding and phosphorylation- Fallopian Tube Diseases yes somewhat

dependent chloride channel activity (Disease or Syndrome)
6.57 5.34 channel-conductance-controlling Fallopian Tube Diseases yes somewhat

ATPase activity (Disease or Syndrome)

the genes. They suggested exploring the associations between GO terms and
phenotypes using the link from Entrez Gene to OMIM and the link from Entrez
Gene to PharmGKB [32]. We note that the link from Entrez Gene to OMIM
was identified in our initial study and we plan to extend to the second link.

6.3 Frequency Analysis

A further conclusion of the validation task was that some meta-level analysis
is needed. One suggestion was to examine groups of associations rather than
individual associations and the group frequency of occurrence. The rationale for
the frequency analysis is that the GO terms associated with the gene record were
determined a priori based on known knowledge about the gene. On the other
hand, scientists may not have studied all the knowledge in the PubMed articles
linked to the gene record and annotated the PubMed record with this knowledge.
Hence, grouping the associations by MeSH terms may help to uncover hidden
but possibly significant patterns. The higher frequency reflects those MeSH terms
that are associated with many GO terms for some user query (gene). For those
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Table 4. Highest frequencies of associations in the human gene APOE dataset with
threshold 6.50 on LOD based confidence score

MeSH descriptor w/ major topic Number of associated GO terms
Akathisia, Drug-Induced (Disease or Syndrome) 5
Apolipoprotein E4 (Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein) 5
Candidiasis, Cutaneous (Disease or Syndrome) 5
Central Nervous System Infections (Disease or Syndrome) 5
Hyperlipoproteinemia Type V (Disease or Syndrome) 5
Tinea Versicolor (Disease or Syndrome) 5
Hyperlipoproteinemia Type III (Disease or Syndrome) 5
Dyslipidemias (Disease or Syndrome) 5

terms of interest, the distribution of these GO terms in the GO hierarchy may
also be relevant in identifying meaning.

We consider those associations that are above a user specific threshold for the
LOD score. We then group these associations by the MeSH terms. Table 4 iden-
tifies the results for the user query on gene APOE with 6.50 as the threshold on
the confidence score. The first column identifies the MeSH term, and the second
column identifies the cardinality of GO terms associated with the MeSH term.
The highest cardinality is 5 in APOE, and the five GO terms are apolipoprotein
E receptor binding, vasodilation, tau protein binding, regulation of axon exten-
sion and response to reactive oxygen species. The corresponding LOD scores are
descending from the top row to the bottom row.

7 Conclusion

We presented the LSLinks methodology to explore the rich Web of interconnected
and annotated objects in multiple repositories, and to identify meaningful pat-
terns. We generate a set of LSLink instances to represent a background dataset
of knowledge. We then identify those associations of pairs of CV terms that are
potentially significant and may lead to new knowledge. We develop an approach
based on the logarithm of the odds (LOD) to determine a confidence and sup-
port in the associations between the pairs of CV terms. We created an initial
dataset of LSLinks from Entrez Gene objects annotated with GO terms linked
to PubMed objects annotated with MeSH terms. We reported on the results of
a preliminary user validation.

In future work, we will extend the dataset to include additional links so that
associations across multiple resources can be analyzed. We will also extend the
methodology to include more semantic knowledge associated with the CV terms,
e.g., semantic types or other knowledge within an ontology. We will investigate
how relationships within an ontology may impact the significance of some asso-
ciations among CV terms. We also plan to further study cases where the associa-
tions are judged to be not meaningful. We will also further analyze techniques to
identify significant associations, e.g., association rule mining techniques and also
consider modifications to our approach to determine support and confidence.
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